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and super white. The bulbs are available from Superlumination. Wedge style 5-LED bulbs are
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styles other than what the manufacturer has specified or recommended, be sure to check local
and Federal laws governing vehicle lighting. An excellent reference web site for this information
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Shirts Sunglasses. Jeep Jewelry Accessories. Factory Replacement Parts. Like any other
vehicle, the to Jeep Grand Cherokee needs regular maintenance so it can perform at high levels.
To meet the needs of your Jeep, you'll need a source for high-quality OEM parts that has an
extensive selection. When you shop at JustforJeeps. All of our parts are identical to what you
will find at your local dealership, except that we offer the lowest prices. The products are all the
same - you'll get plenty of accessories that sport the Mopar name when you shop here. If you're
shopping for WJ parts, you've come to the right place. This hard-working Jeep came in a
number of editions, including the Laredo, Limited and Overland models. These parts are
designed to fit any model of Grand Cherokee, from to However, you should always check for
fitment before placing an order. Shop now to get exactly what your Jeep needs. Thank you for
joining our newsletter! The reverse lights are a known problem on this generation of Jeep Grand
Cherokee. The factory switch that activates the reverse lights is part of the valve body inside the
transmission. It is located in the drivers side rear most cargo panel. This is where I got power
from and also where I tied into the back up light circuit. There is a constant 12v, Tap into that
source and connect Pin 87 and 86 86 would normally be switch input, we are going to use
ground as the trigger I used 3m Scotchloc to attach to factory wires. Now connect a wire black
is typical for automotive ground to pin 85 This is what will run to the new switch. Route the new
black wire installed up to the center console it under carpet or along the doors under plastic
moulding. Sorry I did not take a pic of this step. Then two self taping screws to hold it the body.
I used two tack nails to go though the switch body and into two holes I drilled in to the bracket.
The nails act as pins and then I hot glued it together. I used Plastic epoxy putty for this, It was
used is to fill the gap between the micro switch and the shiftier, also it provides a small enough
contact point shaped like a triangle so the switch is only activated when in reverse. I soldered
the wire on to the contacts of the switch, one is the wire we just ran from the relay and the other
goes to ground. There is a bolt in the bracket for the parking brake handle that I used to attach a
ring terminal to. Run the shiftier through the gears. Make sure that the switch does not bind the
shiftier any any point. Then confirm that the switch is only activating when the shiftier is in the
reverse position. You should be able to make small adjustments buy bending the bracket
carefully. Question 8 days ago on Step 2. I have done a lot of recent wiring work because of
failed voltage regulator in the PCM, window switch gone bad, etc and I find the Jeep wiring
diagrams difficult to follow though I have managed to figure things out. My question is in regard
to your tap in the hatchback area specifically when you said, "There is a constant 12v, Tap into
that source and connect Pin 87 and 86 86 would normally be switch input. When you say
connect Pin 87 and 86 what do you mean? I attached a snip of one of your images. Something
that the relay plugs into? Thanks Randy. Question 1 year ago. Answer 1 year ago. Sorry, This
was several years ago and i did not note colors. I just used a test light to idenify what wire to tap

to. Reply 1 year ago. Worked well. Glad I didn't have to pull the transmission apart. I currently
just have a rocker switch near my radio to control the reverse lights but if i have to get it
inspected at some point I will use the roller switch method. I also finally added in my reverse
camera now that my reverse lights can trigger the camera. Here is what I did to get the lights
working and pass my state's inspection. I used a Bosch 5 pin 12 volt relay this wire bundle is a
great place to tap into becasue it as all that you need to compete the job. Tap in to reverse line
and connect to Pin 30 Now connect a wire black is typical for automotive ground to pin 85 This
is what will run to the new switch. Use a self tapping screw to attache the relay. After testing put
back any trim removed and reinstall the center console. Grab a cold one and admire your work!
Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Answer Upvote. What color wire is the
12V constant? FlatSurfaceJoe othertortoise Answer 1 year ago. Reply Upvote. Swansong 3
years ago. Find the ideal LED lighting solution for your vehicle. Choose from a vast network of
responsive and reputable J. Speaker partners. Speaker specializes in partnering with Original
Equipment Manufacturers OEM to provide custom LED lighting solutions that deliver enhanced
performance and stunning aesthetics. Looking for an OEM partner for you next project?
Speaker develops and manufactures innovative, high-performance LED lighting technology for
automotive, powersports, transport and industrial products. Interested in selling J. Speaker
products? See everything in a whole new light. OEM Partnership Benefits. Aftermarket
Products. Warning and Safety LED work lights are critical for keeping your worksite safe.
Explore Safety LIghts. Design to Production. Transforming vehicle performance and appearance
for Original Equipment Manufacturers. OEM Lighting Design. Brilliant Technology. Innovation
driven by passion and science. Explore Technology. View products for your vehicle with our
interactive tool. Explore Automotive. Explore Powersports. Explore Transport. Explore
Industrial. New Technology. Find out more information about new products for your vehicle.
View All Products. Heated LED lights are a smart way to increase visibility and stay safe.
Explore the Series. See More. Watch our latest company and product videos. View Our YouTube
Channel. Solar LED Flashers. Case Study: Quiring Towing. Speaker is Driven. To See More. Find
a dealer near you. Dealer Locator. Keep Up With J. Check out our blog for the latest news at J.
View All Articles. Designed to be more than just a light â€” the EVO J3 offers superior
performance and design and is built to endure every mile of every road or trail. The new lights
are engineered to be the ultimate Jeep headlight and offers the first street-legal, DOT approved
headlight with a built-in turn signal. Read More. Find a dealer in your area. Talk to an OEM
Specialist. Need help with your light? View Troubleshooting. Apply Now. Search Search.
Speaker Corporation Contact J. WordPress Video Lightbox. Contact Us. Valmont websites.
Composite Products All Composite Products. Composite Products. Composite light poles.
Decorative Poles. Decorative light poles. Base Covers. Highly resilient, impact-resistant for
long-life performance. Sports Poles. Sports light poles. Winningly strong composite poles for
sports and recreation. Custom Poles. Custom composite structures. Precisely engineered for
unique environments. Whatley photo gallery. Whatley composite light poles, base covers and
accessories have been a top choice of lighting designers for more than 4 decades. Whatley
lighting structures are architectural-grade solutions that combine beauty, durability and value in
a unique and compelling offering. Rust-proof and low maintenance, Whatley products
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are engineered to retain their attractive qualities for years to come. For your next outdoor
lighting project, we encourage you to draw inspiration from these Whatley photo galleries.
Whatley composite light poles provide excellent curb appeal, which is appreciated by
commercial property owners and their tenants. Composite light poles from Whatley can be
directly embedded into almost any soil, which saves developers time and money.
Low-maintenance light poles and lamp posts provide long-lasting durability for tough, high
traffic environments. Whatley decorative light poles and base covers add character and distinct
elegance to higher-education and corporate-campus settings. Whatley poles are stylish and
durable, which appeals to community leaders, business owners, and homeowners. Rust-proof
composite structures from Whatley create a lasting upscale aesthetic by withstanding corrosive
maritime elements. Have a question or need more information? Products and Solutions About
Us Resources.

